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Abstract
In today’s expanding and ever-evolving global marketplace, managers are beginning to be required to work with their companies and employees in entirely different ways. Explained in-depth throughout the entirety of the article is the 20th century management techniques pioneered by Taylor, then reformed by Weber and Fayol, contrasted against the ahead-of-its-time behavioural management and the 21st century market-based management styles. Credit will, of course, be given where earned to the first style since it is focused on a centralised and bureaucratic method that worked extremely well in the Industrial Revolution time period. Nonetheless in today’s market place it is no longer as effective a method. At present, managers must learn more from what the second style emphasises, which is a more horizontal and incorporated standpoint. Conveniently, enough the company incorporated into this article is the perfect example to use when illustrating both sets of management techniques. Disney’s longest-standing CEO Michael Eisner followed the conservative administrative approach, while his successor, Robert Iger follows the behavioural method. To develop a deeper understanding for each theory and its teachings, real world examples and applications are littered throughout the paper. Implications and recommendations for managers who want to create immediate and measureable value for their firms are provided.
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Introduction
In order to fully assess the different qualities of these various forms of management and properly discern and dissect the characteristics of each, it is imperative that the definition of what a manager actually is and does is first defined.
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The position of manager, in any organisation, is responsible for allocating the resources of the firm in the most efficient and effective ways possible to reach the agreed upon goals. The level of manager one is determined to what degree of authority there is over allocating these resources.

There are four essential tasks to being a manager that all organisations share, which include planning, organising, leading and controlling (Mujtaba, 2014). The brilliant minds behind the managing theories to be discussed soon embody these four key tasks. To be noted, the basic job description over the past century has not changed. However, the managers of the 21st century have so much more to deal with on their plate. Before, a concern with ethics, environmentalism, diversity or corporate social responsibility never played any part in a manager’s schedule. Nowadays, there is no way a company will make it past the first year of operations without addressing every single aspect listed above.

The Rigid 20th Century
To begin briefly, with the examination of the man who is commonly referred to as the father of the scientific management theory, is Frederick Taylor. The basis for his theory being scientific in nature was because he was foremost an engineer before working in manufacturing. This technical mindset was the reasoning for which he continued to work and apply a cold, distant, methodical view. His purpose in developing this method in the mid 1880’s was in regards to his job as a steel manufacturing manager. He realised there had to be a more formal way of increasing productivity than his forerunners had developed with their common sense and rule-of-thumb initiatives. In turn, then came his techniques for these scientific methods, which is defined as the systematic study of relationships between people and tasks for the purpose of redesigning the workplace to increase efficiency (George and Jones, 2011, p. 43). Since he was one of the first notable men to maximise the advantages of job specialisation and division of labour, Taylor’s method is somewhat basic compared to his European counterparts. Taylor sets a clear and easy outline to organising the workplace in four simple principles. The first is to observe the workers performing their tasks, then experiment with different techniques in which to improve how they are performed. Next is to document these new techniques into organisational rules and standard operating procedures. The last two principles are then to select those techniques best suited for each task and create a fair price in which employees are given reward for a job well done (George and Jones, 2011, p 44).

The simplicity of the system was why it soon became extremely popular
with the owners and managers in the American factory systems. A notable company in American history that was famous for the influences took from Taylor, although he would never admit to it, was Henry Ford’s, Ford Motor Company. According to Sward (as cited in Peterson, 2002, p. 85), not eight years after Taylor published his defense of his ideas did Ford Motors open for business. Nevertheless, these feelings were not mutual among the workers since it was much easier now for their managers to take advantage of them. George and Jones (2011) go on to further describe that when worker’s productivity increased, not only would they get more work to do but also have to do it without any pay raise or bonus (p. 44). For many organisations, this style created more negative than positive for employees and what was important or even mildly beneficial to them was not even taken into account or entirely overlooked. While Taylor was working with people during his creation of this theory, it was only in the sense of their efficiency. He was seeing them as breathing machines, not human beings. The following is an eerie description from Kanigel (as cited in Peterson, 2002, p. 85), that sums up the harsher parts of this theory:

Taylorism’s dominion over the individual haunts the imagination of our age. For it conjures up the specter of one human being exacting his will on another. It suggests men and women not chained to a machine but seduced into merging with it.

At roughly the same time, although just across the pond, the foundations for administrative management were being laid. Compared to Taylor’s theory, the main objective was still centered on increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of production. Conversely, instead of redesigning the methods in which workers perform their tasks, the organisational structure and control systems are redesigned. This mode sees the way in which to conform the organisation to the worker, instead of the worker to their task. Max Weber contributed a bureaucratic method in Germany, while in France Henri Fayol created his own number of similar principles to proficient management. Both men could characterise their supervision techniques as rigid, yet well-articulated approaches.

Max Weber was the man who came up with the principles of bureaucracy in the early 1920’s, which is a formal system of organisation and administration designed to ensure efficiency and effectiveness. Unlike Taylor, Weber never worked as a factory manager but applied what he learned as a sociologist studying human organisation to aid the large scale production operations popping up all over Europe. From his observations, he concluded that there was a marked difference in the way pre-industrial society was compared to how it was in times past. What he found was a significant change in people’s
motivations; nowadays, society was being driven by goal-oriented ideals and rationality, instead of tradition, values, or inherent feelings (Elwell, 1996). Weber’s ideal bureaucratic corporation was to keep every worker and manager alike focused on the main goal, which was to make the most profit in the most efficient way possible. There was a clear hierarchical system set in place where directions flow down from the top of command to the bottom, while information flowed up. Rules and regulations were concise and strictly enforced, as well as the idea that impersonality was needed from all people of authority (Elwell, 1996).

Henri Fayol created his 14 well-known administrative principles during his experiences as a managing director for a steel manufacturing company helping to steer the company out of bankruptcy. It was only a few short years before Weber published his findings that Fayol came up with his own work. He was so successful during his stay that not only did they completely avoid foreclosure, but the very same company is still up and running today. The administrative principles listed in no particular order are as follows: a division of labour, a clear line of authority, discipline, unity of command, unity of direction, subordination of individual interests to general interests, centralisation, chain of command, order, equity, stability of tenure of personnel, remuneration of personnel, spirited corps, and initiative (Schimmoeller, 2012, pp. 32-34). It was imperative to Fayol that disciples following his teachings draw attention to the term “principles.” This is because he needed them to make note that principles are supposed to be flexible not rigid or formal. Lee Schimmoeller (2012) goes in great depth to describe the nature of what Fayol’s teachings were supposed to represent. Among his most important points was that these were more like guidelines, they must be easily adaptable to changing circumstances, modifiable when necessary, and unique to different situations.

These formal and rigid styles of management worked so well at this time period because it was in the midst of the Industrial Revolution and not just in Europe, where both men resided, but in America as well with Taylor. Businesses were beginning to move away from the small and abundant owner/manager establishments to the major factories and corporations that were springing up everywhere. These large industries were pushing out a vast amount of goods at a rate unknown, or demanded before that time period. Thus, in order to increase the quantity of commodities to be produced, at an economical level, managers needed a well-organised and formal guide to work with. Both scientific and administrative theories helped to create competitive advantages for the companies that instituted these teachings.
The Open-Minded 21st Century

In a completely different arena are the teachings of 21st century management which took what Weber and Fayol preached but stretched the boundaries in which managers and their employees worked. Mary Parker Follett, the mind behind behavioural managing, stressed that these forms of supervision overlooked what was preferred and effective for the employees themselves. She underlined that there was a lot more to gain from the employees in an organisation if they are empowered with freedom to participate and contribute their own ideas. Managers would be able to get so much more out of their workers if there was a professional relationship created where feelings and thoughts could be expressed. This standpoint could not be emphasised enough since it was common knowledge at the time that those employees being taken advantage of in an organisation practicing scientific management frequently kept the knowledge they possessed from their bosses to protect their jobs and pay (George and Jones, 2011, p. 44).

Comparatively, it is the much more recent style of market-based management, which is a resounding example of what management today has been slowly evolving into. For this particular method, decentralisation, creativity, and free-will are encouraged. Also was the notion that knowledge and ideas for the benefit of the company do not come from just the heads but everyone throughout the organisation.

While Follett was a tremendously strong advocate of a novel way of managing, her viewpoints were about a century ahead of her time, meaning that she lived in the same time as the three men mentioned above. While living in a time that was entirely male dominated, where females were expected to stay in the home, Follett refused to acknowledge these confining roles, making her opinions loud for all to hear. The behavioural style of management is “the study of how managers should personally behave to motivate employees and encourage them to perform at high levels and be committed to achieving organisational goals” (George and Jones, 2011, p. 56). Once again it was the professional background of this theory’s agent that led her to preach this particular theory. Follett began her career as a social worker, so that is why she proposed that the ways in which managers treat their employees was a direct reflection of their performance and effectiveness. Instead of reforming how employees performed their jobs or the company’s structure, it was the manager’s behaviours that needed to be reformed. Unlike Taylor, Weber and Fayol, Follett’s method required more from those who were in a position of power within a company. Just because one was good at organising people, materials, and products does not mean they would suffice as a manager. One also has to have the social skills to communicate with their employees and humility to know when they are
wrong. This theory also emphasised that whoever possessed the knowledge necessary to complete a job should have the power to perform it, no matter their position in the company. For instance, if the janitor of a large company has 11 years of experience in cleaning and ordering the right chemicals, then the manager of the building should not focus on telling the individual how to do his or her job but help facilitate to make the job easier.

Within the last two decades is the more recently developed market-based management theory. In a short publication, Wayne Gable and Jerry Ellig describe this new form of supervising developed at Koch Industries, Inc. The rationalisation behind this particular theory was to “apply market process concepts to the development of management systems” (Ellig and Gable, 1993). Or in lay-man’s terms, it is to take the lucrative aspects of the free market and apply them to running and managing the internal affairs of a business. Just as Follett advocated, in order to have a successful company, the employees working there must be respected, acknowledged, and given credit for the knowledge they possess in their respective positions. The core values that this method emphasises are creativity, innovation, opinions, and new ideas that are not only accepted but encouraged. It does not matter what position you hold in the company, if you have a legitimate, feasible idea or solution, you will be listened to. This also parallels the concept of their decentralised nature of businesses in not stressing the importance on hierarchies or titles.

The inspiration for this new method is explained within the article using real-world instances of the prosperity of open market economies, mirrored against the struggles of centrally planned economies. Ellig and Gable (1993) explain that open markets were able to thrive because they knew how to take advantage of their population’s diversified knowledge base and vast array of judgments. Firms and organisations should mark that it was the centrally driven and conservative economies that did not value the expertise of their people. The communist Eastern European countries of the past kept all the power and authority at the very top, which led to their immanent failure and inabilities to change. This phenomenon was later coined the “Fatal Conceit” by Nobel prizewinning economist Freidrich Hayek (cited in Gable and Ellig, 1993, p. 5).

One of the most important concepts this style highlights is called “market process analysis,” which is a method of understanding human interaction and actions (Ellig and Gable, 1993, p. 7). This analysis aids governments and businesses alike in recognising how the people in markets organise themselves to live together harmoniously and work to benefit the entire community. With the teachings from Adam Smith’s “invisible hand,” it is the selfish needs and desires of the common people or employeesthat
motivate them to increase the wellbeing of their community, not what the government officials who can find themselves locked away in their ivory towers think or believe.

**Disney’s Management Style**

A close analysis of the use of Walt Disney’s top and middle management techniques will be highlighted throughout the remainder of the discussion. The method in which current CEO Robert Iger governs the Disney Company is a perfect example of how to use behavioural management in the 21st century. When the company was first looking for a replacement for former head Michael Eisner in 2005, the board of director’s turned to Iger’s work team for references about his managing style. Since he was able to create such a good relationship with them, they were more than willing to put in a good word. In an article excerpt from Chief Executive written by Holstein, Iger is quoted as saying ‘The support of the team that I helped build was essential to getting the top job’ (2006, p. 24). He humbly gave credit to those he worked with instead of taking all the benefit upon himself. Follett, who was a strong advocate of the behavioural management style, would be proud since she was a firm believer of a horizontal view of power and authority. These cases where even the new head of the company could give thanks and credit to those who are now working below him that really sum up the most positive aspects of this new theory.

A radical step Iger took to confirm that corporate was going to be run very differently was to decentralise the chain of command within the company and make it more equalised. This tactical move was to reduce the power of the 15-year-old central strategic planning team. Consequently, this decision led to the head of the team leaving the company altogether. This would not have come as a great upset for Iger because sometimes one has to get rid of the old to bring in the new. His reasoning for this extreme measure was to move accountability of decision-making to the multitude of departments in the company, instead of just in the hands of corporate (Holstein, 2006, pg 24). In a more market-based management sense, Iger is also credited for getting rid of the barriers of creativity that former CEO Eisner was said to have put up. Stanley Gold, who used to be on the board of directors for the company during Eisner’s term, firmly stated that “Bob pushed creative decisions to the people below him” (Anonymous, 2008, p. 6).

Michael Eisner found himself being replaced and driven from the company because his method of managing no longer stood by what the company was trying to achieve. Those within the corporate sector and among the board of directors wanted to head towards a different direction, and found that Eisner was taking them down the wrong path. Eisner was accused of mi-
cromanaging and running a “repressive regime” as Roy Disney would say (Downes, Russ and Ryan, 2007, p. 84). In a corporate culture that stresses creativity and free thought, along with their world-wide success of bringing imagination and fantastic stories, this is an ironic course of action. In a very centralised manner, Eisner kept the decision making unilateral and up to the top executives. Morale was said to be declining since employees were being kept out of important decision making and were taking note of how much their board members, shareholders, and chief executive were fighting over power in decision making (Downes, Russ and Ryan, 2007, p. 84). In an article written for The Economist (2008), Tom Staggs who was the chief financial officer at the time, says Disney was managed under a “factory-like process” in regards to their movie making department. Ideas for movies would be created by the business development team, and then given to specific directors to handle. This is a prime example of the top-down allocation to tasks and responsibilities that Weber and Fayol would approve of as they aligned with their theories.

Do not be too quick to discount Eisner, however, there is a very specific reason as to why he was the head of the company for such a long time. After Walt Disney himself died, the company was left without a leader and a vision for the future. Basic employees and high ranking executives alike were used to Walt Disney’s controlling, autocratic, and top-to-bottom methods. When Eisner stepped in his bold and decisive decision making helped redirect the company to increased revenue of about 25 percent annually and a tenfold stock increase (Hightower, 1993, p. 1).

**May the Forces be with You!**

Once the manager or owner of a company has decided which of the above-mentioned styles work best in running and controlling their internal operations, it is then time to focus on what is going on outside of the company. The forces in the external environment must be constantly monitored for opportunities and threats since it is continuously changing and redeveloping. The two forces in the global environment that every seasoned manager knows about are the direct forces of the task environment and the indirect forces of the general environment. For an easier way in which to picture the relationship of these forces and environments, it is referred to the illustration in Figure 1 from George and Jones (2011) and others.
Direct Force at Disney

To be more precise, the task environment can be defined as all the components that comprise an organisation’s ability to acquire inputs and discard its outputs on a daily basis. These components include suppliers, distributors, customers, and competitors. The major forces in this environment to be mentioned hereafter concern their customers and competitors. Since Disney is such a massive and productive company, they can be considered as an organisation that creates both goods and services. The goods they produce being such commodities as toys, movies, and ice cream novelties, while services being entertainment, hotels, theme parks, and charity events.

For this particular example, the attention will be held on the theme parks of their service sector. An expected aspect of any service industry is the fact that there will be a waiting period from ordering to receiving. While the typical American will agree with this statement, they will also agree that they still whole-heartedly do not like these waiting periods. Thus, decision makers at Disney were presented with a dilemma they needed to fix in order to differentiate themselves even more from their competition. Since there is no way to eliminate a waiting period whatsoever, they needed to find a way to improve the experiences their customers were having while remaining in the long lines at the parks. There has been a considerable amount of research conducted on managing the perceptions of waiting time. As mentioned in Cope, Cope, Bass, and Syrdal’s (2011, p 15) study, a few common characteristics of unpleasant waiting experiences that gave the psychological perception of them being longer than they actually were.
are unoccupied time, uncertain wait times, uncomfortable waits, and unexplained waits. If one was to ponder these aforementioned factors, it would then come as no surprise that these really do make waiting times all the more frustrating and somewhat unbearable.

With this insight into how people react to notably unpleasant waiting periods, Disney was able to conceive unique solutions to the problem. If they could install these new resolutions, this could put them far ahead of their chief competitors at Universal, Sea World and Six Flags. Accordingly, the quality of visitors’ experiences relies heaviest on their interactions with the cast members, corresponding to what Walt Disney himself believed (Cope, Cope, Bass, and Syrdal, 2011, p 15). Disney’s idea was instilled in employees long before the ideas of market-based management were written down. It was Disney’s effective managing skills used this basic core principle which gives credit to the knowledge and worth of the employees who are at the bottom of the company pyramid. It is the constant care and attention of the cast members, not the corporate executives that truly create the characteristic “magical” experience of going to a Disney theme park.

Aside from making the visitors experience as pleasant and memorable as possible, executives take this problem so seriously because of the waiting time versus revenue challenge. This relationship addresses the problem that every minute visitors are waiting in line is another minute they do not have the opportunity to spend more money (Cope, Cope, Bass, and Syrdal, 2011, p 16). Customers not spending money is obviously a huge deal a company and manager need to work on since it is the goal of every organization to maximize revenue and profits. This just so happens to be a huge challenge that every theme park in the industry also has to handle. As a result, to get one more step ahead of the competition, under the supervision of Michael Eisner was the creation of the FASTPASS. With this handy ticket, both party’s satisfaction levels increased. With the development of the FASTPASS, visitors now had the option of getting a ticket to a ride and then coming back at a later time to a shorter line. The management team in charge of this new endeavor found that not only did visitors spend less time in lines but they got to go on more rides, along with the park happily seeing an increase in money per capita being spent (Cope, Cope, Bass and Syrdal, 2011, p 17).

in a culture of ethics and responsibility while still sticking to the theme of attraction parks, is what Sea World is dealing with in regards to what the motion picture Blackfish created. Released as of July of 2013, this documentary relays the story of Tilikum, a killer whale at Orlando, Florida’s Sea World who killed several people, but remained in captivity at the park. Proper ethical managing for this extreme situation should have incited the executives in charge of the first murder to act with a hasty response, not sit around until the
third happened. While the film was released in the summer, it was not until December of that same year that park executives finally began to defend themselves and speak out against the harsh realities of captivity that the documentary relayed. Their only strategy in cleaning up the mess they left for themselves was writing an open letter on their website and running large ads in the Orlando Sentinel, New York Times, and USA Today. So far the most pressing effects from the movie on the park are musicians taking a public stand against the company by cancelling their acts at the huge annual Bands, Brews and BBQ event. Strangely enough, the financial report documented in Orlando Business Journal actually showed a growth of revenue as compared to last year’s report. However, reporter Bilbao (2014) states that the backlash from the film will probably be seen in next quarter’s report.

A second force, much less positive than the one explained above, pertains to the political and legal environment revolving around Disney. In a journal article published for Foreign Policy, the author explains how Disney takes advantage of the U.S. copyright laws to not only extend the power over what they have created, but also to limit the capabilities of other companies to grow and prosper. It is noted that even though the company makes up only 16 percent of the Motion Picture Association of America, it still has considerable power and is able to lobby decisions into extending the protection of their intellectual property rights (Kenny, 2011). Kenny illustrates that in 1998 the U.S. Copyright Term Extension Act, which lengthened copyrights by 20 more years, is poignantly nicknamed the Mickey Mouse Protection Act (2011). In regards to these actions hampering the success of other organisations, the World Bank (2011) estimated that developing countries would be paying Disney over 20 billion dollars in royalties for the use of what they have created. According to the foundations of market-based management, this strategy would be considered perfectly reasonable. The management decisions in the case of limiting the capabilities of other companies to prosper have a direct reflection of increasing barriers to entry in the real market place. In order to maintain a competitive advantage, hardships for rival companies have to be present. Otherwise the market would be littered with competition and there would no longer be room enough to make as big a profit. Disney in a culture of ethics and responsibility while still sticking to the theme of attraction parks, is what Sea World is dealing with in regards to what the motion picture Blackfish created. Released as of July of 2013, this documentary relays the story of Tilikum, a killer whale at Orlando, Florida’s Sea World who killed several people, but remained in captivity at the park. Proper ethical managing for this extreme situation should have incited the executives in charge of the first murder to act with a hasty response, not sit around until the
third happened. In a culture of ethics and responsibility while still sticking to the theme of attraction parks, is what Sea World is dealing with in regards to what the motion picture Blackfish created. Released as of July of 2013, this documentary relays the story of Tilikum, a killer whale at Orlando, Florida’s Sea World who killed several people, but remained in captivity at the park. Proper ethical managing for this extreme situation should have incited the executives in charge of the first murder to act with a hasty response, not sit around until the third happened.

While the film was released in the summer, it was not until December of that same year that park executives finally began to defend themselves and speak out against the harsh realities of captivity that the documentary relayed. Their only strategy in cleaning up the mess they left for themselves was writing an open letter on their website and running large ads in the Orlando Sentinel, New York Times, and USA Today. So far the most pressing effects from the movie on the park are musicians taking a public stand against the company by cancelling their acts at the huge annual Bands, Brews and BBQ event. Strangely enough, the financial report documented in Orlando Business Journal actually showed a growth of revenue as compared to last year’s report. However, reporter Bilbao (2014) states that the backlash from the film will probably be seen in next quarter’s report.

A second force, much less positive than the one explained above, pertains to the political and legal environment revolving around Disney. In a journal article published for Foreign Policy, the author explains how Disney takes advantage of the U.S. copyright laws to not only extend the power over what they have created, but also to limit the capabilities of other companies to grow and prosper. It is noted that even though the company makes up only 16 percent of the Motion Picture Association of America, it still has considerable power and is able to lobby decisions into extending the protection of their intellectual property rights (Kenny, 2011). Kenny illustrates that in 1998 the U.S. Copyright Term Extension Act, which lengthened copyrights by 20 more years, is poignantly nicknamed the Mickey Mouse Protection Act (2011). In regards to these actions hampering the success of other organisations, the World Bank (2011) estimated that developing countries would be paying Disney over 20 billion dollars in royalties for the use of what they have created. According to the foundations of market-based management, this strategy would be considered perfectly reasonable. The management decisions in the case of limiting the capabilities of other companies to prosper have a direct reflection of increasing barriers to entry in the real market place. In order to maintain a competitive advantage, hardships for rival companies have to be present. Otherwise the market would be littered with competition and there would no longer be room enough to make as big
characteristics in their power over decision making about intellectual prop-
erty rights.

**Value Driven Management**
Complementing the important supervising styles mentioned earlier that 21st century managers should weigh when considering which leadership style to use is the methodology of Value Driven Management. In short, the basic principles and mission of this theory created by Pohlman and Gardiner (2000) propose that every decision an employee makes should take into account the long term effects it will have on the value of the company. Individual employees and the organisation are joined together in a close bond to work towards the same goal, which is the long-term success of the organisation. This theory combines choice aspects from all the management styles created in the past few hundred years, therefore is meant to be holistic in nature. Now in order for the employees to determine what their decisions will create or destroy in terms of value, these particular aspects must be clarified by the company. It is up to the organisation to distinguish the value-driving facets in order for the employee to follow them. It must also be noted that when referencing the employee, one must refer to every employee regardless of his or her position or seniority in the company. There is no distinction between a leader, founder, intern or regular worker since all are focused on achieving the same goal.

According to Mujtaba and Pohlman (2010), value theory states that what a person truly values will drive his/her actions and behaviours in the workplace. As discussed in the Value Driven Management (VDM) book, Pohlman and Gardiner (2000) offer a comprehensive and a holistic approach to effective long-term decision-making. VDM provides a decision-making framework that can be used in a variety of situations with a homogenous or diverse workforce (Mujtaba, 2014). The VDM concept claims that what a person values has a great influence over his or her thinking, feelings and behaviours. The stronger the clarity of one’s value is regarding a specific concept, such as freedom or family security, the greater its impact on the person’s behaviour. Pohlman and Gardiner expand on the value theory to help managers and professionals cope with today’s tumultuous and accelerating pace of change. Knowing what a person or group of people value, and what truly drives their decisions and actions, will help managers understand their decision-making processes and how and why people behave the way they do. We cannot really avoid dealing with value-laden issues and questions since today’s decision-makers have to focus on creating value for owners and other constituent groups. In today’s globalised world, it is a necessity for survival that decision-makers must create value over time (VOT) for their organi-
sations (Mujtaba, 2014; Cavico and Mujtaba, 2013; Mujtaba and Pohlman, 2010; Pohlman and Gardiner, 2000).

Value driven management is about leading, managing, and working in organisations that are creating value. VDM provides a fundamental intellectual and philosophical foundation of how to think about organisations, how to operate in an organisation, and how to see oneself as a leader, decision-maker, and value creator in an organisational environment (Pohlman and Gardiner, 2000). The goal of VDM is that in decision-making, one should consider the relevant values of many different stakeholders such as: (1) external cultural values, (2) organisational cultural values, (3) individual employee values, (4) customer values, (5) supplier values, (6) third-part values, (7) owner values, and (8) competitor values. As presented in Figure 2, there are many value drivers and professionals can select those that are relevant for their industry and assessment purposes (Mujtaba and Pohlman, 2010).

Figure 2 – Value Driven Management Value Drivers
(Mujtaba and Pohlman, 2010)

It is not prudent to employ a single-minded approach to management and leadership in the new world of organisation. One of the keys to satisfactorily and successfully working in this new environment is to first gain an understanding of two sides of the new value equation: being task-oriented and relationship oriented at the same time. While a national culture can socialise people to be more task-oriented or more relationship-oriented, it should be mentioned that a strong influence can also be the result of where the person works in the organisation.

Once the company determines what motivates the different groups surrounding their firm and employees are informed about where the company stands
in terms of goal for long-term success, value driven management facets can be studied. The authors created eight facets, or components to take into consideration when making decisions or decisive actions. These are not meant to be a strict model to follow, but more of an outline for assistance. He warns that at first implementing the facets may be awkward and slow, but nothing worth working towards is always easy. As presented here, the eight facets to keep in mind when focusing on value-over-time are cultures external to the environment, organisational culture, employee’s values, supplier’s values, customer’s values, third party values, competitor values, and owner values. Organisations are made up of people—people who drive the organisation and its culture. The culture of the organisation is created by individuals who come together to form groups to produce goods and/or services. An organisation’s culture, then, is the result of what its members choose to make it to be. The organisation itself does not initially have values; it is comprised of people who bring their values to their work. The VDM process provides a framework for thinking through and resolving such important problems, and deciding such things as whether an individual is in the right field, the right organisation, or in the part of the organisation that is a right fit for the person’s skills and competencies. VDM looks at the bottom-line issue from a new and philosophical perspective: the organisation’s bottom line is creating value (including profitability) from a complex blend and conscious integration of various value drivers, including external cultural values, organisational values, individual employee values, customer values, supplier values, third-party values, owner values, and competitor values. A vital component of this process is the new value equation, integrating organisations and individuals. When individuals work in organisations with which they are in synch—where they can use and develop their skills, grow and learn, make contributions, and look forward to going to work—they will not only create value for themselves as human beings, they will usually also create value for their organisations (Cavico and Mujtaba, 2013; Mujtaba and Pohlman, 2010; Pohlman and Gardiner, 2000).

**Direct VDM Facets**

There are three main facets that affect Disney’s work environment, all of them being value adders. First is its organisational culture, which should come as no surprise that the culture and backbone of the company is founded on creativity. In an article by Hightower (1993, p.1), he describes that creativity is not just an art form practiced, but supported throughout the company. In order to be a successful manager within Disney, one must be able to lead creatively and hone the creative skills of their vast amount of employees. Likewise, this lesson of adaptability can be applied to any organisation a manager finds themselves working in. Walt Disney’s leadership specifically
within his company in its inaugural year embodied the management style that Follett emphasised. His signature style was to challenge, motivate, and inspire through his own passion.

In conjunction with organisational cultural values are the customer values imperative to the company. It was described earlier in the paper about how Disney set out to decrease waiting time frustrations. This was to illustrate the company’s position of how their job of taking care of their customers and consumers is very serious. Being as they are both a goods and service industry, the worth they get from happy, satisfied customers are at the very pinnacle of their priorities.

Lastly are the competitor’s values that are commonly overlooked even though they must always be carefully watched. Not taking into consideration what the others in your market are doing is in itself can be a value destroyer. Pohlman and Gardiner illustrate that the values of other competitors are the same as the company in question. They are the reasons responsible for what drives performance, creates strategies and achieves goals. In order to remain competitive, managers must determine the direct and indirect value driven management facets and environments important to those companies. For instance, it is imperative that Walt Disney World in Orlando, Florida assess the values that Universal Studios theme park holds. Since they are in such a short distance from each other, less than 9 miles away, it is vital that Disney is aware of the standards set by their main competitor. If not, they could either find themselves worrying about problems that do not actually exist, or completely overlooking the ones that do. After careful consideration of the target audience, suppliers, owners, employees, etc., Disney would find that what is important to them is not entirely congruent with that of Universal. The main audience Disney goes for are wholesome, young families who want a pleasant experience with the cartoon rides of their childhood. Those who venture to Universal are a bit older, expecting an exciting and thrilling experience of movies, comics, and shows they enjoy.

**Indirect VDM Facets**

In the broader environment that Disney must keep an eye on begin with its third party values. In regards to a section of the company’s third party, it is a union organisation working with Walt Disney World that is the current focus. Service Trades Council is a group of integrated unions that represent more than 30,000 of Disney’s workers (Garcia, 2013). As of August of 2013, Disney has agreed to extend the contract they have with this organisation and all their workers. This early extension stems from the Obama administration’s proposal that every organisation that employs over 50 workers must give them healthcare coverage or pay heavy fines. Having an amiable and
positive relationship with union organisations is a good thing for all managers to create and can help add significant value to any company. If Disney executives were to consider challenging this Union, they would then have to shift their financial and time-oriented resources into searching for new employees. Along with the blatant fact that this would be a lot of workers to replace, the company has bigger things to focus on right now, such as a few major capital investments in technology and expansions of theme parks (Garcia, 2013). This is also another prime example of how managers today must learn to prioritise what battles to fight and how to humbly share the power over their employees.

The second facet, that is not always a value destroyer but can easily turn into one, is the cultures external to the organisation. While Norberg-Hodge (1996) quotes the president of Nabisco talking about how the world markets are becoming a monoculture even back in the 90’s, there are still a lot of differences that have big effects on business. It is imperative that before dealing with another country and certainly an entirely novel culture, that there must be proper and extensive research completed so as not to offend anyone and to help business deals go through smoothly. As a manager who has the resources of both a portable cellular and computer device, along with the technology of virtual communication and the internet, the world is at their fingertips. Henceforth, there should be no reason as to why they cannot figure out how to communicate and sell to a foreign country. For example, if the values of the country are not recognised, either the consumers in that market will find themselves insulted, or will not understand the message and therefore not make any purchases. Clearly this would be considered a worst case scenario and would not create any positive outcomes for the company. To remedy this situation and bring back prosperity, the manager working this job will have to take a couple backwards steps in order to reassess the culture and environment in which the company is selling to. Then once the values of the foreign market have been met, changes to the company’s success and all the hard work from its employees should be seen.

**Recommendations**

After careful consideration and insight from the many forms of management styles, a recommendation to future managers, current employer’s, or even the basic rank-and-file employee can be made to never discount anyone’s opinions or knowledge based on their role or status within a company. The less you listen, the less you have to learn, gain and grow. For long-term value creation within an organisation a manager must take advantage of all the resources, especially intellectual, that they have available. If not, what is the
In today’s 21st century workforce an increasing amount of employees are expecting completely different characteristics from their managers as compared to decades before. No longer are the days where rigidly set rules and regulations completely run the business or where authority is controlled and set at the very top of the organisation. Employees are asking to be respected, involved in decision making and able to have some empowerment over their jobs and positions even more than ever. In accordance with this argument is evidence of the extent that a skilled manager has on the morale of their workers. Research conducted from Lee, Mitchell, Wise, and Fireman (as cited in Dike, 2012, p. 190) found that employees who work under managers whose behaviour and leadership properly mirror the culture of the organisation are less likely to be upset and aggravated by the menial upsets of their job. Such minor problems can include a dirty microwave, another paper jam at the copier or too many emails to check. When employees have supervisors that practice what they preach, while offering an amiable, supportive, and cooperative work environment, those trivial hassles are easy to get over says Chiu, Chien, Lin, and Hsiao; Lee et al. (as cited in Dike, 2012, p. 191).

A suggestion for a manager with no particular reference to their level of expertise would be to reflect on what type of supervision style they prefer or is contingent on the industry they are in. For the novel manager, it is important to develop a strategy to leading and motivating early on in their career. The establishment of a way of supervising will help not only oneself but also their subordinates and co-workers alike. All parties will understand what to expect so there are no resources wasted in guessing and more time can be committed to perfecting a style. Areas to research on methods of either honing or avoiding a particular management style can be gleaned from news articles, books, essays and mentors. Clearly illustrated in the Market-Based Management practices is evidence that proves a centrally commanded organisation, like an economy cannot survive for very long (Ellig and Gable, 1993).

In regards to the more seasoned manager, it should be known that nothing is absolute, stable or forever. Times change, new ideas role in, and flexibility has to be met. Pertaining to the case of Disney’s chief executive Michael Eisner, he was not wrong in running the company with a centralised and hierarchical authority. This type of management was necessary at the time period and contingent on the environment the organisation was in at the time. The company was in disarray as to what to do next with the passing of their incredibly controlling leader and founder Walt Disney himself. However,
as time passed by, Eisner’s management style should have conformed to the changing internal and external market environment, instead of sticking to the old ways that worked in the past.

While a lot has been described thus far about how the administrative models of management that Weber and Fayol presented are slowly fading, it must be reinforced that these methodologies cannot be completely discounted. In a short persuasive article taken from the Journal of Management History, author Jeffery Houghton describes how Max Weber’s ideas on management are still very relevant in today’s corporate environment. Weber was the one who came up with three types of authority in the workplace: traditional, rational-legal and charismatic (Houghton, 2010). His idea of the charismatic leader is described as a person who gains power through inspiring people with their incredible personal characteristics. This form of authority is relevant in today’s ever-changing business environment because “charismatic authority is inherently transitory and unstable, and is therefore most effective in times of crisis and change” (Houghton, 2010, p. 450). While we are not exactly in a time of crisis, we are most certainly in a time of change. A change where the more successful companies of this era are working with less defined corporate hierarchies, more intra-department communications, a surge of socially responsibility projects and strong efforts to empower their employees.

Summary
Thus far, this literary journey has travelled from the American Industrial Revolution with Frederick Taylor, hopped a ship over to Europe to visit Weber and Fayol, then came back to visit Follett, only to jump through time to reach the creators of market-based and value-driven management. What an adventure, similar to an interactive ride at a Disney theme park! The positive and negative of both differing viewpoints of management have been highlighted, analysed and picked apart. The first three men comparatively emphasised a strict and top-down method to managing. Taylor assumed that it was the employee’s way in which they performed their tasks that could be modified to produce better results. Weber believed it was the rational nature of the pre-industrial society motivated by money that could be used to organise them. Fayol could compare his administrative principles to the Pirate’s Code that Disney’s Captain Hector Barbossa followed, “…the Code is more what you’d call guidelines than actual rules” (Verbinski, 2003). They concluded that the people at the top of the chain of command had all the insights and lower rank employees should be quiet and focus their work. With the entrance of Follett, she stated that employees should be valued members of the company, and the appreciation given to them will actually make them work
harder. This idea was later backed up in the writings of market-based and
value-based management. The most successful managers today take into ac-
count what their employees think and have to say. It is the humble nature of
listening and empowering the worker’s below one’s high position that will
benefit them more in the long-run.

Walt Disney’s corporate giant was the backdrop used to relate how
all of these methodologies were used in real world modern situations. The
companies most seasoned chief executive Michael Eisner was noted as hav-
ing a more administrative approach to supervising that Taylor, Weber and
Fayol would have admired. The current chief executive Robert Iger however
adheres to a more open systems approach that Follett and those who cre-
ated market-based and value-based management would have appreciated.
Throughout the history of Disney, with the various challenges and opportu-
nities coming its way, there have been examples of all these forms of man-
agement styles shown through the decisions of the company.
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